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Abstract

Objective: To evaluate the cytological and histopathological concordance in large loop excision of the
transformation zone (LLETZ) specimens, and the outcomes according to the characteristics of the excision
margins.
Method: A prospective observational study of 413 consecutive cases of LLETZ performed for cytologically
diagnosed high-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion (HGSIL)/cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) 2-3 over a
three-year period.
Results: The discordance rate between the initial cytological diagnosis and biopsy-proven HGSIL was 24.5%. The
overall rate of margins believed to be clear and of severe thermal artefacts was 30.4% and 7.4% respectively.
Pathology follow-up was available only in 83 (26.5%) of the 313 biopsy-confirmed HGSIL. The persistence or
recurrence rate was 78.0%; 90.5% occurred among the cases where the margins were believed to be involved. In
20.5% the reported marginal status was discordant with follow-up surgical pathology.
Conclusion: Reporting marginal status has limited prognostic significance.
Peer reviewed. (Submitted: 2011-05-06, Accepted: 2011-07-19) © SASGO
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histopathological completeness of excision, or lack
thereof, is discussed.

Large loop excision of the transformation zone (LLETZ)
is a well-established procedure in the diagnosis and
treatment of squamous intraepithelial neoplasia (SIL)/
cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN).1 However,
the method carries the risk of undertreatment
(i.e. incomplete excision) and overtreatment (i.e.
subsequent diagnosis of not having SIL/CIN).2,3

Method
This was a prospective observational study of 414
cases of LLETZ specimens examined at the Polokwane/
Mankweng histopathology laboratory, in the Limpopo
province of South Africa, from September 2007
through August 2010. The laboratory receives all the
surgical specimens from the public health sector in
the province. All patients underwent LLETZ as a result
of unsatisfactory colposcopy following a cytological
diagnosis of high-grade squamous intraepithelial
lesion (HGSIL). When colposcopy was satisfactory,
colposcopically directed biopsies were taken. The
procedures were carried out by more than ten different
clinicians, locally or externally. The decision about the
diagnostic procedure was in their hands, and thus out
of the pathologist’s control.

Follow-up of women treated with LLETZ where
the margins were believed to be clear has shown
treatment failure rates ranging between 1.9% and
11.5%.4,5 Treatment failure rates expressed as residual
or recurrent disease have been reported to reach
13.2-27.5%.6,7 The predictive value of margin positivity
vs. margin negativity is inconclusive.8 Women with
incomplete excision of SIL/CIN at initial LLETZ remain at
significant risk of developing further SIL/CIN; therefore,
long-term colposcopic and cytological follow-up are
necessary.9

The LLETZ and hysterectomy specimens were sliced
at 2 mm intervals and all slices were embedded.
Between September 2007 and December 2009, two
pathologists, including the author, were involved in the
diagnosis; later only the author.

This survey was undertaken to assess the concordance
between the initial cytology and the surgical pathology
diagnosis, as well as between the marginal status and
the follow-up results. The significance of reporting the
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The clinicopathological data were retrieved from the
pathology request forms and the laboratory electronic
database. The following information was recorded: age,
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) status (where
available), histopathological diagnosis, presence
of severe diathermy artefact, completeness of the
excision margins, diagnosis at histopathological followup, and time elapsed between the initial diagnosis and
hysterectomy. Figure 1 shows a flow chart of the study
material.

The excision margins were reported to be clear in 95
(30.4%) out of the 313 specimens with confirmed
HGSIL. Severe thermal artefacts hampering the
assessment of the margins were present in 23 (7.4%).
The degree of involvement at the excision margins,
reported as incomplete, were as follows: crypts only
38.9%, endocervical and ectocervical margin 27.4%,
endocervical margin only 18.9%, ectocervical margin
only 9.5%, and all three margins involved 5.3%.
Follow-up pathology (i.e. after total hysterectomy for
incomplete LLETZ) was available in only 83 (26.5%) of
the 313 biopsy-confirmed HGSIL. The average length
of time between the initial biopsy and the definitive
surgery was comparable in the HIV-negative and HIVpositive patients: 26.3 ± 15.2 (median 24.5) weeks and
24.4 ± 17.4 (median 18.0) respectively. There was no
significant difference in the proportion of cases with
follow-up between the two groups (χ2 = 2.0; P = 0.16).

Total number of cases: 414

Biopsyconfirmed
CIN 1: 84

Biopsyconfirmed
CIN 2/3: 313

Biopsy confirmed
invasive
carcinoma: 12
Pathology
follow-up
available: 7

Pathology
follow-up
available: 83

Table II shows the pathological findings according to
the excision margins and the HIV status. The margins
were falsely negative in three and falsely positive in 14
cases. Fifty-seven (69.5%) were true positives. Five of
the invasive cancers had been diagnosed on the LLETZ
specimen. The overall rate of persistent or recurrent
disease was 78.0%.

Figure 1: Flow chart of the distribution of cases

Results

Table II: Follow-up after loop excision

The distribution by HIV status was as follows: 248 (59.9%)
were seronegative and 166 (40.1%), seropositive. The
age at diagnosis was known in 244 HIV-negative and 163
HIV-positive patients. The average age (years) was 41.6
± 10.6 years (median 39.5) in the former, and 37.2 ± 7.6
(median 36.0) in the latter (t = 4.6; P < 0.0001). The age at
diagnosis of invasive carcinoma was 44.1 ± 10.5 (median
40.0) in the HIV-negative, and 37.2 ± 7.6 (median 36) in
the HIV-positive patients (t =4.6; P < 0.0001).

No lesion
(%)

LGSIL
(%)

a

7 (2.8)

Negative

2 (1.2)

18 (10.8)

5 (3.0)

-

HGSIL: 1/3

2/2

LGSIL: 2/4

-

HGSIL: 1/4

1/2

c

ISCCA: 1/4

1/2

No lesion: 2/41

3/31

LGSIL: 5/41

4/31

HGSIL: 31/41

21/31

ISCCA: 3/41

4/31

d

Cervical carcinoma is the most common type of cancer
in black African women in sub-Saharan Africa in
general, and in South Africa in particular.10 The National
Cervix Cancer Screening Programme was launched in
2000.11 However, many factors continue to contribute
to the low levels of coverage and further intervention
is needed.12,13

a = low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesion, b = invasive squamous
cell carcinoma
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n = 35

No lesion: 2/3

Discussion

ISCCA
(%)

66 (26.7)

n = 48
Margins clear

a = large loop excision of the transformation zone, b = high-grade
intraepithelial lesion, c = low-grade intraepithelial lesion, d = invasive
squamous cell carcinoma

b

3 (1.2)

HIV negative

Margins
incomplete

Underdiagnosis

Positive

HIV positive

Severe
diathermy
artefact

Table I: Cytological over- or underdiagnosis according to
large loop excision histology
Overdiagnosis

LLETZ
pathology report

b

The initial cytological diagnosis of HGSIL was
confirmed in 313 (75.6%) cases. Table I lists the 101
(24.4%) cases where there was discordance between
the initial cytological and the LLETZ reports. The rate of
overdiagnosis (no pathology or low-grade lesion) and
underdiagnosis of HGSIL or invasive carcinoma was
9.4% and 2.9% respectively.

HIV status

a
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An audit of LLETZ specimens carried out at the Chris
Hani Baragwanath Hospital showed a slightly younger
population (mean age 38.7 years), and a higher rate
of documented HIV positivity (50.4%) than ours.14
The topic of margin status was not addressed in that
study. The correlation between cytology and histology
was similar to our results at 71.8%. However, our
rate of overtreatment on the basis of cytology was
double that quoted by Adam et al (21.5% vs. 11.1%).
It was of concern in their results that more than one
third of patients were lost to follow-up. In our study,
follow-up was only available in one quarter. This may
be partly attributed to the limits imposed by relying
on an electronic database, the performance of which
depends on the skills of the person feeding in the data,
namely the correctness of the spelling of names and
file numbers. However, this is unlikely to account for
the large number of patients lost to follow-up.

shown that the most important predictor of recurrence
is a positive HRHPV status at six months’ follow-up.20
Persistence of HRHPV is more accurate and predictive
of recurrence/persistence of disease than cytology or
section margin status.19 The fact that, in one out of five
LLETZ, the reported margin status was discordant with
the surgical pathology follow-up supports the concept
that margin status of LLETZ specimens lacks prognostic
value.
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Recently, Kabir reported the results of 576 HIV-positive
patients who underwent a LLETZ.15 The mean age was
similar to our HIV-positive cases. The follow-up rate was
54.9%. The rate of persistent disease was 63.9%. That
study did not address the marginal status either. For
many socio-economic, educational and geographical
reasons, comparisons can only be made with
international data on the diagnostic characteristics of
the initial LLETZ. Table III illustrates the high variability
of the reported data.
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